
Domino Cold Display Chiller Set is a food chiller & plate stand all in one!
1A194BW11NSF
  DOMINO is a completely new concept in modular buffet systems.  The Domino Cold
Display Chiller Set is designed as a food chiller & a plate stand all in one.  The set includes a
90° opening acrylic domed cover, a large tray stand with wood base, a 1/2 size yogurt lid, a
1/2 size NSF coated aluminum tray, two ice packs, extra set of legs for additional height & an
accessory pan to hold the ice packs used to chill your food items.  The large tray stand
includes a wooden base, which also serves as a plate stand.  All Domino components can
share legs so you can weave together pieces to build it your way.

  The Domino system connects like LEGO® blocks, but it is made of solid 18/10 stainless
steel.  Mix it, match it, change it; build it high or keep it low.  It is simply the most versatile,
easy to use system ever made.

  All components can be connected to each other.  Shared legs slide into each other quickly
and easily.  Add a leg for extra height, remove a leg for a lower profile.  You are only limited
by your imagination.

  Build a beautiful breakfast buffet this morning.  Add some different components and you
have a lunch buffet.  Add a couple more components and you are ready for dinner.  What
would you like to see?  Decide and make it so.  No matter what, your choice will
be SMART!

  NOTE:  THIS UNIT IS DESIGNED TO BE UP TO (3) LEGS IN HEIGHT

  Includes:  1each 1A19406180, 1each 1A11513STS, 1each 1A19927BOM, 1each
1ASBW11207250, 1each 1A11512HLF, 2each 1A11511, 1each 1A19402260

Specifications
Carton quantity 1
Weight  lbs.

Included Accessories

1A11511
Cold Display Ice Pack

1A19406180
Large Domino 7" Tray Stand

1A19402260
Domino Legs, Set of 4

1A19927BOM
Domino Domed Cover,
Acrylic
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Included Accessories (continued)

1A11513STS
Domino Pan

1A11512HLF
1/2 Size Yogurt Lid, 12
yogurts, Stainless Steel

1ASBW11207250
Half Size Cold Display Tray,
Aluminum, NSF Coated
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